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Loch ness is a place where perhaps one 
of the most famous monsters in the 
world lives. 



� People say that in the lake you 
can see a big monster-“Nessie”. 

� Someone saw large black humps 
on the surface of the lake, which 
then disappeared. 



1. Esotericists believe that the Loch Ness 
monster is an otherworldly entity that passes 
through the astral tunnels. 
2. One of the most realistic versions place of 
residence of the creature are the underground 
arteries of the reservoir. 
3. Another version, Nessie is a survivor of the 
plesiosaur, based on the similarity in 
appearance.

Does the Loch Ness monster exist?



There are many stories when in good 
weather sailboats for no apparent 
reason, went to the bottom. Some 
witnesses saw the lake monster.
 In ancient times, the story of water 
monsters that attacked people was 
spread among the people. They were 
called kelpies. Local residents 
remember that in childhood because 
of the monster they were forbidden 
to swim in the lake.
 In 1791 in England were found the 
remains of an unknown marine 
animal and since then Nessie became 
associated with the plesiosaur.



Nessie - dinosaur with a 
huge long neck. He has a 
massive body, and instead 
of legs a few flippers, 
which are necessary for 
him to swim quickly. Its 
length is about 15 m, but 
the weight of 25 tons. 



The Lochness monster has several theories of origin: There is a version that this 
creature is an unknown species of seals, fish or shellfish. In 2005 N. Clark put 
forward a version that Nessie-bathing layer, which is visible above the water part 
of the back and raised trunk. L. Piccardi believes that the monster is a 
consequence of hallucinations that occur as a result of the action of gases that 
appear due to seismic activity. Skeptics say that there is no Nessie, and people just 
saw the trunks of Scottish pine, which is in the water, then rise, then fall down



Scotland is known for its 
beautiful nature, green meadows 
and huge ponds. The Loch Ness 
monster live in a huge deep and 
freshwate r lake, which is 37 km 
from the city of Inverness. The 
maximum depth reaches 230 m. 
Water in the reservoir is muddy, 
because it has a lot of peat. 
Loch ness and Loch Ness 
monster are a local attraction that 
attracts ahuge number of tourists



Loch ness about 110 thousand years ago was completely covered with 
a thick ice shield, so the science does not know the animals that could 
survive in such conditions. Some scientists believe that the lake has 
underground tunnels into the sea and Nessie could be saved because 
of this. The researchers determined that in the reservoir there is a 
seisha effect – it is invisible to the human eye underwater currents that 
are ways to change the pressure, wind and seismic phenomena. They 
can carry large objects with them, and people think that they move on 
their own.




